CALL FOR PAPERS

New Late Breaking-Results Deadline: November 3rd, 2008


The purpose of the new WSDM late breaking results sessions is to allow the presentation of more recent, more risky and ground-breaking, innovative research ideas, methods, results, and position statements. Late breaking results will be presented in short talk format in the main track of the conference and the accepted papers will be published on the conference website.

Late breaking results submission will be held to the same standards of scientific quality as full papers. Evaluation criteria will include novelty and significance of the contribution to the field, quality of research, quality of writing, and contribution to conference program diversity. The highest weight will be placed on novelty of the contribution, so authors should clearly state and support novelty claims by comparing and contrasting the work to previous research. Incremental research is discouraged for this call.

The topics include all WSDM'08 topics. Topics that are especially encouraged include:

- Vertical Portals
- User Profiling and Modeling
- Ranking and Machine Learning for Ranking
- Information Extraction and Summarization
- Novel Query Languages
- User Interfaces for Non-Traditional Search
- Data Integration
- Culture-Aware Data Mining, User Modeling, and Applications
- Socio-Economic Perspectives on Mining
- New Perspectives on Social-Network and Social-Media Analysis
- Human-Centered and Discovery-Driven Mining
- Location-Aware and Pervasive Data Mining and Modeling
- Security and Privacy
- Distributed Search

PAPER FORMAT: PAPERS SHOULD BE A MAXIMUM OF 4 PAGES LONG, AND MUST REPORT ORIGINAL RESEARCH NOT ACCEPTED OR UNDER SUBMISSION TO ANY JOURNAL OR CONFERENCE WITH PUBLIC PROCEEDINGS (PREVIOUS SUBMISSIONS IN INFORMAL WORKSHOPS OR AS POSTERS ARE ALLOWED, BUT MUST BE INDICATED). SHORT VERSIONS OF PAPERS ALREADY ACCEPTED AT WSDM ARE NOT ALLOWED. SHORT VERSIONS OF REJECTED PAPERS FROM THE MAIN WSDM CFP ARE ALLOWED, BUT THE WSDM REVIEWS MUST BE INCLUDED ALONG WITH A REBUTTAL. PAPERS SHOULD BE 4 PAGES MAX. AND MUST BE FORMATTED ACCORDING TO ACM GUIDELINES AND STYLE FILES.

SUBMISSIONS: PAPERS MUST BE SUBMITTED IN PDF FORMAT TO THE PAPER SUBMISSION WEB SITE. PDF FILES MUST HAVE ALL NON-STANDARD FONTS EMBEDDED. AFTER UPLOAD, PLEASE CHECK THE COPY STORED ON THE SITE. SUBMISSIONS THAT DO NOT VIEW OR PRINT PROPERLY MAY BE REJECTED WITHOUT REVIEW. PLEASE CONTACT wsdm2009@easychair.org FOR ANY QUESTIONS.

Review Process: each paper will be reviewed by two authors (circular reviewing) and at least two regular PC members and one senior PC member.

Important Dates: late-breaking results submission November 3rd, 2008, 24:00 (ECT); notification December 15th, 2008. Conference dates February 9-12, 2009, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, Catalunya - Spain

Organizers:
Conference Chair
Ricardo Baeza-Yates, Yahoo! Research

Program Committee Co-chairs
Paolo Boldi, Universita degli Studi di Milano
Berthier RibeiroNeto, Google Inc.

Late Breaking-Results Co-chairs
Carlos Castillo, Yahoo! Research
Alejandro Jaimes, Telefonica Research